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 The third part compares Procopius with other writers of his period in
 attitudes toward the imperial regime. Not unusual in seeing personal failings
 of the emperor and his servants as causes for things going wrong, Procopius
 was even narrower in his interests: no theological battles, no imperial
 ceremony, no legislation, no administration. As a literary artist and above all
 as a vivid reporter Procopius gets good marks; his evidence is to be taken in
 context and with care, neither dismissed wholesale because of some
 inaccuracies nor accepted entire because he had some good information.
 This learned and acute book restores Procopius to a place in a Justinianic
 context, and, despite some careless editing, shows a great deal about the
 times as well as the man and his writings.
 Columbia University ROGER S. BAGNALL
 CW 80.4 (1987)
 Froma I. Zeitlin. Under the Sign of the Shield: Semiotics and Aeschylus'
 Seven Against Thebes. Filologia e Critica, 44. Rome: Edizioni dell'Ateneo,
 1982. Pp. 227. No price listed (pb.).
 This "experiment in the decoding of an ancient text in the light of the
 findings and methods of modern semiotic theories" is not an introduction to
 those theories (which include structural anthropology and psychoanalysis as
 well as semiotics). Readers unfamiliar with them will not find much
 definition of terms or spelling out of principles. But Zeitlin's discussion
 illustrates her methods through example, and her terminology can easily be
 decoded by a willing reader, especially one who knows Greek. The book is
 not easy to read, but more because the argument is presented somewhat
 diffusely and repetitively than because it is fundamentally obscure.
 Zeitlin maintains that language and human social and familial relationships
 are closely related symbolic systems which depend on distinctions basically
 artificial, and therefore always unstable. The Seven testifies to this link by
 making the collapse of a seeming distinction between enemy brothers its
 central action and by presenting this action in a wholly linguistic form: the
 central shield scene, an extended dialogue explicitly concerned with the power
 of visual and verbal symbols. Thus Zeitlin argues persuasively that Aeschylus'
 play itself highlights the issues addressed by contemporary theory and
 demonstrates that the Seven's displacement of its action onto a prospective
 dialogue in the shield scene is not simply a formal consequence of Aeschylus'
 early position in the development of drama, but has central thematic
 significance.
 The heart of the book is a close reading of that scene situating its
 progression of matched warriors within several interlocking symbolic
 orders: Eteocles' progress towards his individual destiny also evokes the
 progress of human culture, the development of the individual self, and an
 increasingly complex use of signs and symbols; his discovery that his victory
 as a leader entails his personal destruction is paralleled by his ensnarement in
 the contradictions inherent in human social organization, in the definition of
 the self, and in language. Most readers will find some points strained or
 overstated, but should also gain a fuller appreciation of the rich significance
 of the scene from this searching and insightful analysis.
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 Zeitlin's concentration on the operation of symbolic systems leaves a
 vacuum in the place of those forces to which the motivation of the action is
 usually attributed. One is left finally with the question of how Zeitlin's
 stimulating reading of the Seven as a drama of collapsing distinctions might
 illuminate the cultural forces that made the spectacle of a man saving his city
 at the cost of destroying himself a central ritual of classical Athenian society.
 Yale University SHEILA MURNAGHAN
 CW 80.4 (1987)
 Jacqueline de Romilly. A Short History of Greek Literature. Translated by
 Lillian Doherty. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1985. Pp. xii,
 293, incl. 1 b/w map. $9.95.
 It has been a while since the publication of a history of classical Greek or
 Latin literature. Beyond the reliable old standbys, Greek literature has the
 1966 translation of Albin Lesky's very useful History of Greek Literature, a
 very full, authoritative, and constantly updated reference book. This
 translation of de Romilly, one of the most eminent French classicists of our
 time, makes available at a very reasonable price and in very convenient
 format an overview of ten centuries of Greek literature from Homer through
 the fourth century A.D. Of the ten chapters of the book, six are
 appropriately devoted to the fifth and fourth centuries.
 Though occasionally the English translation diverges from the original
 French text of 1980 and the bibliography has been rearranged to meet the
 needs of English readers without omitting the major references in French and
 German, Doherty has given us a very readable version. The author is revealed
 as sensitive to the constant and complex evolution of Greek literature and to
 the extraordinary faculty of invention, self-renewal, and discovery that that
 literature has always exhibited. Most emphasized by de Romilly throughout
 her book is that all of ancient Greek literature "is anchored in the life of the
 community: the author is first and always a citizen. Literary genres like
 drama are organized around civic festivals. Others, like history, take the
 city-state and its destiny as their theme. And philosophy itself, at least in the
 classical period, never ceases to be moral and political philosophy." This
 common civic concern links authors' lives and works with each other and
 does not make a strictly chronological organization viable. Still, de Romilly
 manages to cover Homer; the Archaic Age; The Birth of History and
 Tragedy; Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes; New Ideas at Athens in the
 Second Half of the Fifth Century (medicine, philosophy, rhetoric,
 Thucydides); Attic Oratory of Fourth Century; Reflections on Politics and
 History (Isocrates and Xenophon); Philosophers of the Fourth Century; The
 Hellenistic Age; and Perspectives on the Roman Age. Especially attractive are
 the chronological tables at the end of the book.
 No history of Greek literature replaces a close reading of that literature
 itself. A handbook like de Romilly's can, however, serve as a guide to that
 literature and as an incentive to intensive first-hand study. We are very much
 in Professor de Romilly's debt.
 Colgate University JOHN E. REXINE
 CW 80.4 (1987)
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